Ambit Capital voted India’s Most Independent Broker in
the Asiamoney Brokers Poll 2015
Leads in key Research and Sales segments in Asia’s largest equities poll
Mumbai, 10th December 2015: Ambit Capital Private Limited has topped multiple categories at the
recently concluded Asiamoney Brokers Poll 2015. Ambit Capital ranked first in several categories
including Best Economics Team, Best Strategy Team, Best Strategist, Best Consumer Discretionary
Team, Best Small Cap Team, Best Overall Sales, Best Sales Team, Best Salesperson, Most Improved
Broker and Most Independent Broker.
Saurabh Mukherjea, CEO, Institutional Equities, Ambit Capital and author of “Gurus of Chaos: Modern
India's Money Masters” has been ranked as the Best Strategist for the second year in a row. Reflecting
on Ambit’s showing in this Poll, he says, “The number 1 rank in the ‘Most Independent Broker’ category
has special resonance for us. We have built a close knit team over the past five years which has sought
to provide an honest, insightful and independent perspective on Indian stocks. To have third party
validation of that is a huge source of encouragement for the team. We thank our clients for their
support not just in these polls but also in the marketplace.”
Congratulating the team on the achievement, Rahul Gupta, Joint Group CEO, Ambit Holdings added
“Working with Saurabh and the team is a matter of great pride for me. They are doing a stellar job as
evidenced by the Asiamoney accolades. Independence of views has always been an important rallying
point for them, and they have endeavored relentlessly to ensure that our clients have access to
unbiased and incisive research.”
The 26th Annual Asiamoney Brokers poll is the largest Asia-focused equity services provider poll and
invites senior level institutional investors to provide their important assessment on sell side for the past
twelve months.

About Ambit Holdings:

Ambit is a leading investment bank offering customized solutions in the areas of Corporate Finance,
Private Equity, Asset Management, Wealth Management, Institutional Equities and Structured lending
services. The firm capitalizes on its strong track record, in-depth understanding of global economic and
regulatory environment and extensive domain knowledge to provide seamless services to its clients,
which include institutional investors, corporates and high net worth families. Ambit Holdings is
headquartered in Mumbai, India.
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